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Updates and Modifications

12/30/2008 – Original Document – Glenalth
1/17/2009 – Sign-ups added, added score definition to Mancala – Glenalth
1/31/2009 – Sign-ups closed! Mancala seeding added - Glenalth

General Rules

All match results must be reported by both players to Glenalth by mailing list, website comment, or in 
writing to Glenalth before end of day on February 7th. Mancala results must also include the score.

First player shall be determined by coin toss or other random method that both players agree on.

Mancala Rules

The object of the game is to capture more seeds than one's opponent.

Store
House 1 House 2 House 3 House 4 House 5 House 6

1. At the beginning of the game, four seeds are placed in each house.
2. Each player controls the six houses and their seeds on his side of the board. His score is the number 

of seeds in the store to his right.
3. Players take turns sowing their seeds. On a turn, the player removes all seeds from one of the houses 

under his control. Moving counter-clockwise, the player drops one seed in each house in turn, 
including the player's own store but not his opponent's.

4. If the last sown seed lands in the player's store, the player gets an additional move. There is no limit 
on the number of moves a player can make in his turn.

5. If the last sown seed lands in an empty house owned by the player, and the opposite house contains 
seeds, both the last seed and the opposite seeds are captured and placed into the player's store.

6. When one player no longer has any seeds in any of his houses, the other player gets one final turn, 
and the player with the most seeds in his store wins. The final score is the number of seeds in each 
players store.
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Strategic Gaming Rules and Match Seeding

Mancala Seeding

1 Alucard vs Cassandrah

2 Alucard vs Lila

3 Alucard vs Lurker

4 Alucard vs Trey

5 Cassandrah vs Lila

6 Cassandrah vs Lurker

7 Cassandrah vs Trey

8 Lila vs Lurker

9 Lila vs Trey

10 Lurker vs Trey
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